
Instantly compare documents straight  
from LawVu
People perform better when they have fewer systems to navigate. That is why it is so important to integrate critical point 

solutions with your legal workspace. With Litera Compare, you can compare contracts and other documents with a click 

of a button without leaving LawVu, saving you precious time for productive work. Once you’re done, save a copy of the 

comparison to easily share with stakeholders across the business.

Know what you’re signing, every single time 
The only way to eliminate risk from contract negotiations is to run a comparison on the execution version of the document, 

every single time. But without a contract comparison tool that works effectively across multiple formats, your team will only 

be able to control risk some of the time. Litera Compare highlights any changes between two documents across multiple 

document formats, including pdf files, so you don’t miss a thing.

Capture every change accurately and reliably
With Litera Compare, you get a holistic analysis of every element that has changed within your document, in a layout 

that is easy to understand with accurate formatting — even across tables. Litera Compare makes it easy to focus by 

hiding irrelevant changes such as font style, size, highlighting or indentation and grouping relevant changes by content, 

numbering and punctuation. Eliminate risk and stress with the confidence that every change is captured accurately and 

reliably, which means less risk and less stress for you.

We chose Litera Compare because contract comparison should be simple, fast, reliable, and easily accessed from  

within LawVu.  

Compare documents 
accurately, in seconds

For more information on LawVu or to arrange a demo contact us at:
www.lawvu.com   |   US +1 213 634 4557   |   NZ +64 (0)7 808 5600    |   AU +61 3 9069 8699   |   info@lawvu.com
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LawVu + Litera Compare

“Having Litera Compare embedded into LawVu makes comparing documents 
fast and easy.  It’s a reliable comparison tool that can even pick up changes 
across different formats! Using Litera Compare makes us more efficient, 
giving our team time back to focus on higher value work.”

Helen Doukas
General Counsel at LawVu

Bringing comparison to your team’s workspace.


